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It is the endeavor of polling officers to ensure safe and fair elections in the state. It
is somehow a difficult task to manage a lot of force and staff during elections. The
polling officers serve as the face of Election Commission in front of candidates,
polling agents and media.
We had developed a solution to make the task easy for the polling staff dedicated
to assign the duty at zonal level polling stations.

Current Manual Working Style
Collection of master data from different zonal and vidhan-sabha stations,
which includes Force Data -- Employee Data, Inspector, Sub Inspector,
Constable, Head Constable, Home Guards, Village Chowkidars & PVD

The data is to be analyzed in different excel sheets and have to be
allocated to the polling stations

Time taking process

If any new report is required, it will take more time to analyze and
generate the report

The process become lengthy and we have to maintain a lots of excel sheets in order
to keep everything handy and at the bay.

We have come up with the professional solution
that will help in

Duty allocation

Generating different reports at
various levels

Print automated Duty Cards

Generate list by compairing data of
Home district and other districts

Category allocation

Manak allocation

What Software will do for you?

Automatically import data present in excel sheets

Analysis of data

Decide the category and manak according to the
place

Allocation of force – employee, inspector, sub-inspector,
constable, head constable, home guards, village
chowkidars and PVD

You are now ready to print the required reports
and Duty Card

How Duty Card will look like after
printing

How printed report will look like after
duty allocation at vidhan sabha

FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
Q. How much time will it take to print the duty
card?
Ans. The printing of duty card will not take much
time after the data feeding in the software; it will
take only 10 minutes.

Q. Is duty allocated serial wise?
Ans. No, the duty will not be allocated serial
wise, the software pick random data and
allocate the duty.

Q. Do we have to share our sensitive data with you?
Ans. No, you do not have to share your sensitive data
with us. You just have to provide us with some
sample data so that we can show you the working of
software as per your data.

Q. Are we able to print duty card and
vidhansabha allocation report?
Ans. Yes, we are able to print duty card and
vidhansabha data report.

